
  

Birthday Problem

Assume a hash function H that pretty much randomly maps an 
integer input to an integer output.   Suppose the number of 
output values for H is k.  Pick n input integers randomly.  How 
large should n be so that the probability that at least one pair 
of input integers map to the same output is 1/2?
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2
 can't pick the number taken by n
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Pr(none of n
3
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 and n

1
 hash to the same number) = 

         ((k – 1) / k)*((k – 2) / k)

                                             The numbers that can be picked
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2
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Assume a hash function H that pretty much randomly maps an 
integer input to an integer output.   Suppose the number of 
output values for H is k.  Pick n input integers randomly.  How 
large should n be so that the probability that at least one pair 
of input integers map to the same output is 1/2?

What is the probability that no two integers hash to the same 
Number?

Call the numbers n
1
, n

2
, ...

Pr(no two numbers hash to same number) = 
    ((k – 1) / k)*((k – 2) / k)*...*((k – (n-1)) / k)

Note: for n = 23 and k = 365,  Pr(..) = ½
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